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ABSTRACT. Thee paper examines the impact loads onn the wheels of thee underground miniing locomotives derived from the dynaamic loads and thee impact they exertt
on the gearbox. TThe dependencies for
f the emergence and change of the forces are shown. Ways of wear redu
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ɋɀɂəɇɀ. ȼ ɫɬɚɚɬɢɹɬɚ ɫɟ ɪɚɡɝɥɟɠ
ɠɞɚɬ ɭɞɚɪɧɢɬɟ ɧɚɬɨɜɚɪɜɚɧɢɹ ɜɴɪɯɭɭ ɤɨɥɨɨɫɬɚ ɧɚ ɪɭɞɧɢɱɧɢɬɟ ɥɨɤɨɦɨɬɢɜɢ ɡɚ ɩɨɞɡɟɦɟɧɧ ɢɡɜɨɡ, ɩɨɥɭɱɟɧɢɢ ɨɬ ɞɢɧɚɦɢɱɧɢɬɟɟ
ɧɚɬɨɜɚɪɜɚɧɢɹ, ɢ ɜɴɡɞɟɣɫɬɜɢɟɬɨ, ɤɨɟɬɨ ɨɤɚɡɜɚɬ ɜɴ
ɴɪɯɭ ɨɩɨɪɧɢɬɟ ɬɨɨɱɤɢ ɧɚ ɪɟɞɭɤɬɨɪɚɚ. ɂɡɜɟɞɟɧɢ ɫɚ ɡɚɜɢɫɢɦɨɫɬɢ
ɡ
ɡɚ ɩɨɨɹɜɚɬɚ ɢ ɢɡɦɟɧɟɧɢɟɬɨ ɧɚ ɫɢɥɢɬɟ..
ɉɨɫoɱɟɧɢ ɫɚ ɩɴɬɢɳɚɬɚ ɡɚ ɨɝɪɚɧɢɱɚɜɚɧɟ ɧɚ ɢɡɧɨɫɜɚɧɟɬɨ.
Ʌɦɹɲɩɝɣ ɟɮɧɣ: ɥɨɤɨɦɨɬɢɜɢ ɡɚ ɩɨɨɞɡɟɦɟɧ ɢɡɜɨɡ, ɢɡɧɧɨɫɜɚɧɟ, ɭɞɚɪɧɨ ɧɧɚɬɨɜɚɪɜɚɧɟ

Introductioon

Exp
position

The trend in the development of unnderground m ining
locomotives iss increasing thee speed of movvement and traaction
power (Mateeev, 1961). Reestrictions on the dimensionns of
mining locom
motives remaain virtually unchanged, the
development and modernizaation of these locomotives
l
re main
primarily relatted to the posssibilities of creeating powerful and
compact drivees. The developpment of the noon-adjustable poower
drives for indiividual propulsion in the arm
m-suspension off the
traction motorr naturally takees place in acccordance withh the
general trendss in the mining locomotive
l
(Volotkovskii S., 19981).
Contemporaryy electric locoomotives for underground mine
transport havee an increaseed rotation speeed of the traaction
motor rotor. TThis allows morre powerful motors to be mouunted
in the limited space. In mosst cases, the motor
m
is positiooned
longitudinally (Figure 1). Maintaining
M
the allowed speeed of
movement of the locomotivee (12 km/h) in this
t way requirres a
correspondingg increase in thhe gear ratio. As
A a result moost of
the modern m
mining electric loocomotives are equipped with twostage cylindriccal gears with transverse traaction (4.5 ȺɊɉ
ɉ2Ɇ,
5ȺɊɉ ɢ 7ȺɊ
Ɋɉ) and coniccal-cylindrical wheels
w
- with the
longitudinal traaction motor (ssee Figure 1) with
w (Ʉ10Ɇ1ɍ,ɄɄ7Ɇ1
ɊɄɅ-7Ⱥ, ɊɄɅ--10Ⱥ, ɊȺɅ-8Ⱥ, ȺɆ8Ⱦ, etc.) Thhese gearboxess are
enclosed into a solid massivve shell, madee from cast steeel or
ment
welded structuure. The gearbooxes houses booth the engagem
and the centeering of the elecctric motor, as well as the beaaring
and transmission of the torquue of the driven wheel.

Fig. 1. Longitudinal po
ower drive ɋɅɆ-100Ȼ

In its movement the locomotitive experiencees longitudinal,,
trannsverse and ve
ertical loads ca
caused by roadd irregularities,,
curvves and conicitty of the wheeel bracelets. Thhese loads aree
alsoo transmitted to
o the gearbox through the drrive wheels. Alll
elecctrically-operate
ed undercarriaages are equipped
e
withh
gearboxes mounte
ed on the wheeelset and sprinng-mounted viaa
the frame motor (F
Figure 1). Therre are permaneent and impactt
loadds on the gearr unit. The lastt ones are obtaained from thee
acceelerations (positive and negatitive) of the locoomotive and thee
passage of the wheelset throughh the rail joints, the differentt
typees of arrows and other unevennness on the roaad.
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Thhe process continues
c
untill the kinemattic connectionn
betw
ween the gearss is broken. In tthis process, the bearing bushh
(Figgure 4) and also part of the ggear housing are
a worn to thee
end. Although such
h a level of weaariness seems absurd, I havee
founnd a significant number of suchh cases in our practice.
p

With this kinnematic couplinng scheme, whhich is dominannt for
almost all railrroad electric traansport, the moost powerful loaad is
absorbed by the wheelset and all its coomponents dirrectly
connected to it - the wheels,, the shafts, thee gear housingg and
the bearingboox. The reasoon for this is that the kinem
matic
element is unsuspended andd absorbs all trraction and braaking
loads and asssumes the dynaamic loads from
m the unevennesss of
the road and tthe available gaaps in the kinem
matic scheme. S
Such
gaps are the technological loopholes thatt are in the sl iding
elements - thee guide and thhe bearingbox. The links betw
ween
the rails are pparticularly influential. The diifference in heeights
and the gap beetween the twoo rails causes a shock load.

Fig. 2. Wear bearring housing

My studies hhave shown thaat the wear andd deformation oof the
gearbox bearings as well as their housing (Figure
(
2) takess the
most damages. There are some differencees when we haave a
rolling or a plaane bearing. Studies
S
show thhat, in the prim
marily
used rolling beearings, the proocess begins with
w gap formatioon in
the gearbox bbody. In my opinion, this gap is due to pllastic
deformations ccaused by the different types of loads and, most
of all, the imppact ones. Thee appearance of the gap creeates
conditions forr obtaining intternal impact loads in the gear
housing as weell. At the beginning, the material splashess and
further increasses the gap. Inn the end, it gets such dimenssions
that the loads reach values exceeding
e
the strength
s
of the shell
of the bearingg. This leads too its destructionn (Figure 3). Thhis is
an emergenccy state that blocks the wheelset,
w
and the
locomotive resspectively.

Fig. 4. Wear of plain bearing bush Ȼɇ8ȿȿ

Thhe change in th
he center distaance of the tootth pair leads too
abnormal contact of the teeth and, respecttively, to theirr
intensive wear (Fig
gure 5).

In the plainn bearing, therre is a technoological gap inn the
bearing itself, which is desiggned to provide lubrication off the
bearing. This ggap, mainly due to impact loaads, is progresssively
increasing. Thhis leads to detterioration of thhe lubrication oof the
bearing. It alsso leads to a change in the tooth spacing and
worsening of tthe grip in the toooth.
Fig. 5. Gear wear Ȼɇ8
8ȿ

Foorces that actt on the bearrings, respectively the gearr
housing, will mainly be divideed into static, dynamic andd
perccussion. The static loads are determined byy the weight off
the gearbox and the
t engine couupled to it, as well as by thee
constant force produced by the w
wheelset - tracttion or braking,,
takinng into accoun
nt the center oof gravity, the position of thee
mottor suspension and the positioon of the bearings. Bearings,,
by construction,
c
are arranged to bbe evenly loadeed by this force,,
whicch means that each
e
bearing taakes up half of the load. In thee
drives I have studie
ed, the center oof gravity is locaated very closee
to half
h the distancce between thee engine suspeension and thee
Fig. 3. Destructioon wheelset roll bearing K10M
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gear axis. Undder these conditions, each beaaring will be loaaded
with the follow
wing force:
¦ mi , N ;
Pɫɬ
(1)
2
where:

¦m

i

peed will be:
and the ultimate sp

v

apt

(6)

Pɫɰ\

Fmaax

is the sum of the massees of the invoolved

elements.
The maximuum traction efffort is determined by the enngine
torque, the ggear ratio and the traction coefficient
c
(Matteev,
1961):

FT

\

2iM ɞɞɜ
, N;
Dk

(2)

where: M ɞɜ - tthe rated torquee of the engine;
nsmission;
i - thhe gear ratio off the power tran
Dk - the diameter of the traction wheel;
w
\ - the traction cooefficient.
Dynamic loaads are causedd by the change in speed inn the
longitudinal and transvverse directioons. Longitu dinal
accelerations are caused byy the change in train speed. The
accelerations obtained in thee gearbox depend on the traaction
effort generateed by the drivee wheels and thhe total mass oof the
single drive, thheir size is being determined by
b the formula:
F

dv
m ɪ  mɞɜ , N ;
dt

Fig. 6. Technological gaps
g
of the powerr drive

Thhen the force of
o the impact, can be calculated based onn
(Kissyov, 1979):

(3)

kɞ

1 1

Pɟɡ
2G
' ɫɬ Pɟɡ  Gred

(7)

where: m ɪ - m
mass of the geaarbox;

mɞɜ - mass of the traction
t
motor.

wheere: G

The equation above is truee in the absencee of a technoloogical
and non-technological gap in the kinemaatic scheme off the
gearbox and the machine (between
(
the bearingbox an d its
guide - Fig. 6). In the presencce of gaps (technological and nontechnological) we have initial accelerationn of the gear unit
together with the motor untiil it is removedd. When the gaap is
seized, the w
wheelset stops its movement, causing a sttroke
between the bbearingbox andd its guide. At the same timee, the
gearbox continues its moveement until thee technological and
non-technologgical gaps in thhe bearing asssembly are cloosed.
Under these conditions, im
mpact loads arre obtained inn the
bearing housinngs of the hull and the bearinggs themselves.. The
magnitude of tthis impact is determined
d
by thhe kinetic energgy of
the gearbox. O
Obviously, the wider the gap and the longe r the
drive's travel are, the higheer the speed will be. It cann be
determined byy the following equation:
e

v2
is the gap betw
tween the bearingbox and its
2amax

guidde.
Thhe stresses re
esulting from the above deependency forr
various gaps are shown in Graph 1 below.

1 2
(4)
v m ɪ  mɞɜ , J ;
2
The ultimatee speed of the single drive is determined byy the
force applied tto it and the gaap between the jack and the drriver.
Assuming the motion is equaally accelerated, it can be writteen:
ȿ ɭɞ

aɪ

FT
, m / s2 ;
m ɪ  mɞɜ

Grap
ph 1. Relationship between the gapp and stress

It can be seen from
f
the graph that at normaal values of thee
gap of 5-10mm, the stresses have acceptaable values off
180MPa. Similar stresses
s
are alsso produced at
a the gear unitt
bearing. Hertz's ca
alculated tensioons are one annd a half to twoo
timees greater. The
ese high stressses lead to coompacting, andd

(5)
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entire mass of the locomotive to the dynamics of the process.
Unfortunately, these constructions have a short operating life,
which limits the application. Attempts to absorb such elements
are made by various companies. At this stage, these elements
have a limited resource, finding them applied to smaller
machines. In the R & D base of the University of Mining and
Geology “St. Ivan Rilski” under my leadership a similar
damping mechanism is being developed. It is designed to take
on loads of seven-tonne locomotives that are common in
Bulgarian mines. It is of great importance to increase the
resources of the existing locomotives to maintain the margin in
the boundaries defined by the constructor, and to increase
their repairs over the limit.

then to plastic deformations as shown in the above-mentioned
figures. Additionally, the situation is complicated by obtaining a
non-technological gap between the bearing and the bearing
body. This clearance creates the conditions for an additional
internal impact between the wheelset and all the elements
attached to it and the gear housing. This impact stress initially
leads to rapid increase of the gap and subsequently when the
size is enough to destruction of the bearing.
Analogical impact loads are obtained by passing the
wheelset through unevenness on the track, mainly the joints
between the rails. These will be a topic of another paper.

Conclusion
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In conclusion I can say that the grounded reason for getting
gaps in the bearing assembly are the impact loads in a
horizontal and vertical direction. The reduction of these loads
in the horizontal direction can be constructively limited by the
introduction of a damping element in the guiding drivers of the
locomotive. The damping could be made of rubber elements to
provide the necessary elasticity and mobility of the element,
while attenuating the impact loads. To some extent, they
reduce the impact loads in the vertical direction as they add the
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